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We consider the eigenvalue problem of the Schrodinger operator with the 
magnetic field on a compact Riemannian manifold. First we discuss the least eigen- 
value. We give a representation of the least eigenvalue by the variational formula 
and give a relation to the least eigenvalue of the Schrodinger operator without the 
magnetic held. Second, we discuss the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues by 
obtaining the asymptotic expansion of the kernel of semigroup. Here we use the 
theory of asymptotic expansion for Wiener functionals. .I’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A4 be a compact Riematmian manifold. We consider an operator 
H= H,,.,, on M 
Hf(x)= -fAf-fi(dflO)+ Fd*e+i ,e,2+ v)/ (1.1) - 
2 
where 8 is a real C” l-form, V is a real valued C” function, and ( / ) 
is the Hermitian inner product in the cotangent bundle T*(M) which is 
defined from the Riemannian metric. 8 and V are called a vector potential 
and a scalar potential, respectively. We discuss the eigenvalue problems of 
this operator. In the case of M= R3, the above operator is known as the 
Schriidinger operator with the magnetic field. In this case, a vector field, 
which we denote by A, corresponds to the l-form 6 by the natural iden- 
tification. Then B = curl A stands for the magnetic field, which corresponds 
to the 2-form de. 
We will mainly discuss the least eigenvalue and the asymptotic behavior 
of eigenvalues. The least eigenvalue is closely related to the asymptotic 
behavior of the semigroup (Q, = e-‘“),>,, as t -+ co. The exponential 
decay of {Q,} was discussed by Malliavin [9] in the case of M = R” with 
the standard Euclidean metric and by Ikeda, Shigekawa, and Taniguchi 
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[4] in the case of M= Rd with a general Riemannian metric. They used the 
probabilistic representation of the semigroup {Q} and the Malliavin 
calculus. We study the eigenvalue problems along the same line, but the 
least eigenvalue itself. We give a representation of the least eigenvalue by 
the variational formula. By the way, in the case of 0 = 0, the Schriidinger 
operator of this type is discussed frequently. We give a comparison theorem 
for the least eigenvalues of Schrodinger operators with the vector potential 
and without the vector potential. We also discuss eigenfunctions, which are 
also related to each other. Further we consider the perturbation of the least 
eigenvalue. For this, we try a probabilistic approach by using Taylor 
expansions for Wiener functionals. 
The second problem is the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues. It is 
related to the asymptotic behavior of the semigroup (Q} as t J 0. So we 
discuss the latter problem and give an asymptotic expansion of the kernel of 
{Q,}. Here we used the theory of the asymptotic expansions for generalized 
Wiener functionals by S. Watanabe, which was also used by H. Uemura 
[ 161 to show the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel, i.e., the kernel of 
ILt 2 e ‘. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a 
probabilistic representation of semigroup {Q,} by using the stochastic line 
integral. We summarize the gauge transformations in Section 3 and give a 
representation of the least eigenvaiue and a comparison theorem in Sec- 
tion 4. In Section 5, we discuss the perturbation of the least eigenvalues 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions. We give an asymptotic expansion 
of the kernel of {Q,) as t 10 in Section 6 and discuss two examples in 
Section 7. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF THE SEMIGROUP (Ql} 
Let A4 be a d-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold. We first 
remember how to construct a Brownian motion on M. Let O(M) be an 
orthonormal frame bundle, n: O(M) + M be the natural projection, and 
(Lb Lz, ..., L,) be a system of standard horizontal vector fields on O(M). 
We consider the following stochastic differential equation on O(M): 
1 
dr(t)=L,(r(t))odw; 
r(0) = u E O(M). (2.1) 
Here (N*:, iv:, . . . . w;‘), t 20, is a d-dimensional Brownian motion and, 
following the custom, we omit the summation sign if the same indices 
appear in the top and in the bottom at the same time. In this paper we 
assume that the Brownian motion is realized on the standard Wiener space 
(W& g( Wz), cl), where Wg is the set of all Rd-valued continuous paths 
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)v: [0, GO) + R” with w(0) = 0, PA?( IV:) is the topological a-field, and p is the 
Wiener measure. Hence the solution of (2.1) is a measurable function on 
Wg, which is called a Wienerfunctional. We denote the solution of (2.1) by 
{ r( t, u); t 3 O}. Set X( 1, U) = n(r( t, u)). Then {X( t, u); t 3 0} is a Brownian 
motion on M starting at n(u). Since the law of { X(t, u); t > 0} depends 
only on n(u) = X, we sometimes denote X(t, x) in place of X(t, U) if there is 
no confusion. 
Let H be the operator defined by (1.1) with the domain P(M)‘, where 
Cm(~)’ is the set of all C-valued C” functions on M. Since we have to 
distinguish real and complex valued functions, we always add the super 
index C in the complex case. For example, C”(M) is the set of all real 
valued C” functions and CX( M)’ is the set of all complex valued C”’ 
functions. 
It is known that H is essentially self-adjoint as an operator in L*(m), 
where L*(m) is the set of all C-valued square integrable functions with 
respect to the Riemannian volume m. In the sequel, we consider the 
smallest closed extension of H, which we also denote by H. Let {Q,}, a ,, be 
the semigroup generated by H. To give an expression of Qr, the stochastic 
line integral is important. We denote a stochastic line integral of l-form 8 
along the paths { X(t, u)} r3O by 
s ’ e(x(s, u)) 0 dX(s, u). 0 
Since (Wh d),,, is defined by the solution of (2.1), we can represent his 
integral by using the stochastic integral as 
1: e(X(s, u))~dX(s, u)=[i O,(r(s, u))odwT, 
where 0, , 8,, . . . . 8, are components of the scalarization of 8 and 0 stands for 
the Stratonovich symmetric stochastic integral. Now we can express the 
semigroup ( Ql > as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For f~ C3c(A4)c, it holds rhat 
fi 1: @Us, x))odx(s, xl 
- 
s 
r V(X(s, x)) ds 
0 >I 
= E f(X(t, u)) exp J-1 ji B,(r(s, u))o dw; 
where x = n(u). 
(2.2) 
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Proof By the It6 formula, we have 
= {L(f~n)(r(4 u))+\/-l.ftX(h ~1) ~,(r(h u))l 
x exp o,(r(s, u))o dw: -s’ V(X(s, u)) ds{ 0 drv: 
0 
- fG’(t, u)) W(t, u)) exp J-1 fi o,(rb, u))oW 
- 
I 
’ V(X(s, u)) ds dt 
0 
= {Mf~~)(r(C u)) + J-lf(x(t, u)) o,(r(C u))} 
= d (a martingale) 
- Hf(X(t, u)) exp J-1 jd B,(r(s, u)) 0 dwf 
- 
Hence, defining 0, by the right-hand side of (2.2), we have 
It is easy to check that {&> f 
Q,=Q,=e-‘5 1 
orms a semigroup. Hence we have 
580,7?, l-7 
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Remark. For later use, we give an expression of the semigroup 
{QiB)}l,O generated by E*H for E>O. Let {rcE)(f, u)} be a solution of the 
following stochastic differential equation on’ O(M); 
i 
dr( t) = EL,(r( t)) 0 dw: 
r(0) = u E O(M). 
(2.3) 
For Set X’“‘(t, U) = n(P’(t, u)), Then {Q~“} can be expressed as follows. 
x=?r(u)EM, 
Q!“tf(x) = E 
[ 
f(x’“‘(t, 24)) exp 
i 
J-i E j: Bor(r(‘)(s, u)) ~1 dw: 
- E2 I ’ V(X(E’(~, u)) ds . 0 II 
By using the composite of a distribution and a Wiener functional (see, 
e.g., Watanabe [ 17]), we can write a kernel function of Q,. For this, set for 
?c=n(u)~M and p~A4, 
q,(x, ).)=E[exp {,/q[:(?,(r(.s, u))gdw: 
- s ’ VW, u)) ds} b&W, u))]. (2.5) 0 
Here the right-hand side of (2.5) is a paring of a smooth Wiener functional 
exp 
i 
,/-r 1: 8,(r(.s, u))odw; -1’ V(X(s, u)) ds} 
0 
and a generalized Wiener functional 
6,.(m u)), 
where ~3.~ is the Dirac measure at y. We use this convention without men- 
tioning in the sequel. Moreover as a reference measure of (2.5), we used the 
Riemannian volume. We always use this measure. Then by the standard 
argument of the Malliavin calculus, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. q,(x, y) is C” in x and y. Moreooer q,(x, y) is rhe 
kernel function of QI ; 
(2.6) 
By this proposition, we easily see that Q, is a compact operator in L2(m). 
So the following theorem is easily obtained. 
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THEOREM 2.1. The spectra of H consist of only the point spectra which 
tend to infinity, i.e., (including the multiplicity) 
3. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section, we will review the gauge transformations. 
Set T= {z E C; IzI = 11. We denote the set of all P-mapping from M to 
T by C”(M; T). Here we regard an element of P(A4; T) as a C-valued 
function on M. For cp E C”(M; T), define a, E P( P(M)) by 
ci+, = dq&/ - 1 <p. 
Set 6 = {CL,; cp E C”(M; T)} and let us characterize 6. 
Note that cp is expressed locally by 
cP=ew{fifL 
(3.1) 
where .f is an R-valued C” function on some neighborhood. Therefore 
q,=df (3.2) 
and hence we have 
d(a,)=d2f=O. 
Moreover, for any curve C: [0, l] 3 t H c, E M, it holds that 
exp {~J),j=ahYo(~d 
In particular, it holds that 
s 
OcpO (mod 2~) 
C 
for any closed curve C. 
We show that the converse is also true. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For q E P( T*(M)), q E & if and only if the following 
conditions hold, 
(i) dq=O, 
(ii) SC q E 0 (mod 27r) for any closed curve C. 
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Proof: Since we have shown the necessity, let us show the sufficiency. 
Fix any point x,, E M. For x E M, define 
W)=ev {fiJ:, 9j, 
where C, is a curve which connects x0 and x. By the condition (ii), q(x) 
does not depend on a particular choice of C,. Moreover it is easy to see 
that cp is a C-valued C” function on M. 
On the other hand, by the condition (ii), q can be expressed locally as 
rl=df 
for some R-valued C” function f defined on a neighborhood U. Hence for 
X, y E U, it holds that 
cp(~Ycp(x) =exp{y/--l (f(y) -f(x))}. 
Therefore 
dq&i cp = df = q. 
Thus we have q = a, E 6. 1 
For (PE C”(M; T), we define a unitary operator iJ,+,: L.*(m) + L’(m) by 
&f=cpf: 
It is easy to see that U, is a unitary operator and moreover 
u:= u,= u,-I. 
For a while, we shall write an operator H defined by (1.1) as H(,,,, in 
order to specify 19 and V. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For cp E C”(M; T), it holds that 
U,*H uwU, = %+~,.YP 
Proof. For f~ Cm(M)‘, we have 
U,*H WVADf 
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By noting that A = -d*d and dcp = ,/ - 1 cpcr,, we have 
+ $d* (flcpa,)+- J;1d*8+$,2+l’ 
2 
= -iAf--&-l(dfIH+a,)+ (a,/B)+$,/cqd*a, 
-~~(d~,a,)+~d*B+f,8’+ V}f 
= -!jAf--fl(dflB+a,)+ J-1 (a,lH)+Td*a, 
d*e+f 1e,2+ v f 
= -;Af-Jx(dfle+a,)+ JLi d*(B+a - v )+iIO+a 2 q 
I’+ V f 
which completes the proof. i 
Remark. For cp E C”(M; T), the transformation 
ebe+a, 
is called the gauge transformation. The above proposition says that the 
Schrodinger operators H,,, vJ are unitarily equivalent under the gauge 
transformations. 
4. LEAST EIGENVALUE 
First of all, we will get a representation of the bilinear form defined by 
H= Hco,v,. We denote the inner product in L:‘(m) by ( 1 )L~(mj. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For U, u E C”(M)‘, 
+ I&, V(x) u(x) v(x) m(dzc). (4.1) 
Proof For simplicity, we prove (4.1) in the case V= 0. Noting that 




= 2 d*& +; lel* u Vm(dx) 
= + (d*(u8) 
+ (dule)) +; IQ2 u fiddx) 
1 =- 
i, 2 M 
d*(du+J-luH)v-~(d~18)o+le12u~~(dx) 
(du+J-luBIdu)+(dulJ--Tue)+lel’u~ffl(d~~) 
which completes the proof. 1 
Now by the variational formula, we easily get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. It holds that 






By this theorem, if we assume V> 0, then 1,> 0, i.e., H is non-negative 
definite. Under this condition, when does & = 0 hold? As for this, the 
following theorem holds. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Assume V > 0. Then 1, = 0 if and only if the following two 
conditions hold; 
v=o, (4.3) 
8 E 6. (4.4) 
Further, in that case, 1, is simple and the eigenfunction is (p if we write 
e=a,, ~EP(M; T). 
ProoJ: Since &,=O, the right-hand side of (4.2) is attained by some 
function u E Coc(A4)c, and hence we have 
and 
s V(x)lu(x)12m(dx)=0. M 
By (4.5), we have 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 




Here we used that 0 is real. So uzi is constant, say k2. Then G/k E C”(M; T). 
Setting 
we have 
Thus we have 0 = a+,,, cp E C”(A4; T). Moreover, since uti is constant and by 
(4.6), it holds that V = 0. 
Now by Proposition 3.2, H is unitarily equivalent to --$A. Hence A, is 
simple and the eigenfunction is @ 1 
Next we state the comparison theorem for the least eigenvalues. 
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THEOREM 4.3. If holds that 
inf spect Ho,,., G inf inf spect H(,,( ,j2),0 + r1,2 +V,. 
068 (4.7) 
Proof By Theorem 4.1, we have 
inf spect H(, V, 
= inf 
ru7Lf]:m;MI 
(& ,du12m(dx)+jM(; 181’+ V(x)) lu(x)l’m(dx)) 
Here in the fourth line, we used that u and 0 are real. BI the way, for ‘1 E 6, 
4~~ and %+ q,y) are unitarily equivalent, we have a desired result by 
replacing 6 by 0 + q. 1 
It is an interesting problem whether equality of (4.7) holds or not. We 
give a sufficient condition for the equality, but the condition is given for the 
eigenfunction, and it is better to give it for 8. We discuss it later by using 
the perturbation. At any rate, we have: 
THEOREM 4.4. If there exists a non-vanishing eigenfunction for the least 
eigenvalue &, it holds that 
inf spect H(,,., = 2; inf spect Ho,( 1,2jlo + r1l2 + v,. (4.8) 
Moreover, in that case, the infimum of the right-hand side of (4.8) is actually 
attained. 
Proof: Let u be a function satisfying the above condition. Then we can 
write u as 
u=Rq, 
where R is a positive C” function and cp E C” (M; T). By the same proof in 
Proposition 3.2, we have 
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. 
But Hu = Lo Rq Hence we have 
~oR~=cp~-~dR+(t18+a,12+ V) R 
+J-l(-(dRIB+a,)+td*(B+a~)R)1. 
Divide both sides by q and compare the real and imaginary parts, and we 
have 
-fdR+($tl+a,12+ V) R=&R, 
Rd*(B + aq) = 2(8 + a0 I dR). 
This implies that R is an eigenfunction of Hco,t1,2j,B+ol,,2 + Vj and hence we 
have 
A0 2 inf vect H~o,~li2,1e + mgl2 +v). 
Combining this and Theorem 4.3, we get a desired result. 1 
Remark. A0 is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the kernel 
function of the semigroup {Q,} as t -+ co. In fact, if A, is simple and the 
eigenfunction does not vanish, then it holds that 
5. PERTURBATION OF THE LEAST EIGENVALUE 
We will discuss the perturbation of the eigenvalues. Though we restrict 
ourselves to the least eigenvalue for simplicity, everything holds for any 
eigenvalue. Perturbation theory is well-developed in the analysis. In this 
paper we adopt the probabilistic approach. 
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We have considered the Schrodinger operator H = HI,,,,) defined by 
(1.1). Now we discuss the perturbation of 8. So let us consider the operator 
of the form H ,e+c9,Yj, qE P( T*(M)). We are interested in the asymptotic 
behavior of the least eigenvalue and its eigenfunction of H,, + E,,Y, as E JO. 
From the definition of H,, +E,,Vj, we have 
H (8+sq,v) = H,t,,v, + EH, + E’H,, 
H,f= -,,‘%dfh)+ 
H2f=M2f: 
Our aim is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the least eigenvalue & of H,,,., is simple. Let 
cpO be its eigenfunction such that l(pOIL+,,, = 1. Then for sufficiently small 
E > 0, the least eigenvalue A(E) of HCB+ s,,l,, is simple. Moreover, choosing the 
eigenfunction (P(E) so that ((P(E)[(P~)~z,~,= 1, I.(E) and (P(E) have the 
asymptotic expansions 
A(&) - 1, + El’, + &2V* + . . . as El0 
and 
(P(E) ‘v ‘PO + E(Pl + E2(p2 + . . . as ~10 in Ca(M)c. 
Here vi, (pi, i= 1, 2, . . . . are defined inductive& as 
((PiI(PO)L2(m)=09 
(H-L,)qi= -H,qi-,-H2qi-2+ 2 Vk(Pi-k. 
&=I 
We prove the above theorem for the semigroup {Q!&)}, 2 o, where QiB’ = 
e-rH@‘+en.~ (note that this Q{&) is different from that of (2.4)) in place of 
H (B+s*.v* Since we have a probabilistic representation of { Qi&‘}, we can 
use the Taylor expansion of the Wiener functional. 
For simplicity, we fix t = 1 and omit it, e.g., Q@) = Qp). Remember the 
representation of Q? 
Q?fCx) = [ fLv) q%, Y) m(dv), (5.1) 
JM 
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where 
Then we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. {q@)(x, y)}E$O has the following Taylor expansion in 
C”(Mx &If., 
q’“‘(x, y) = q’O’(x, y) + f Ekak(x, Y). (5.3) 
k=l 
(5.4) 
Proof: By the standard argument of the Malliavin calculus, we obtain 
the following Taylor expansion in the space of smooth Wiener functionals: 
exp 
I 
In fact, this is easily checked by noting that 
J’ 
1 
?(m X))~WS, x) 
0 
is a smooth Wiener functional and 
tf(X(s, x))odX(s, x) < 00 
for any p > 0. 
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Moreover, since A4 is compact, the above expansions are uniform in x 
and y. Now the rest is evident. 1 
Define the operator A, by 
Akf(X) = JMfW a,(4 Y) 4dY). (5.5) 
Then by the above proposition, we easily get the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. { QfE)}EZO can be expanded us 
Q(E) = Q(o)+ f EX-Ak 
k=l 
not only as an operator in L’(m) but also as a bounded linear operator from 
L*(m) into C”(M)Cfor any no N. 
Let rco and K(E) be maximal eigenvalues of Q(O) and Q(“, respectively. 
From now on, we assume that ~~ is simple. Let ‘p. be the eigenfunction for 
~~ such that 1% L+,,) = 1. We prepare two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume {fn},!= N E L’(m) satisfies that {f”} conuerges to f 
weakly in L*(m) and {(Q(O)-~~)f,,} converges to g strongly in L*(m). Then 
{ fn } converges to f strongly and f satisfies that (Q(O) - K~) f = g. 
ProoJ Note that 
By the assumption and the compactness of Q(O), we have that {f,,} 
converges to 
; Q’“!f-; g 
0 
strongly. But if {f, f converges to f weakly, we have 
f= ; Q’“!f-; g, 
which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. If{t,b(.sj}E,O cL*(m)satisfies that (i) {(Q'"'--K,)@(E)},,~ 
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Proof: First we establish 
(5.8) 
Otherwise, there exists a sequence {E,,},~ N such that E,, --f 0 as n + co and 
lim, .+ m bk(d L2cmj = co. Set f, = I&E,)/~$(E~)~~+,). Taking a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that {fn} converges weakly in L2(m), say to g. 
Then by the assumption 
(Q(0) _ Ko)f = (Q”‘-KO) $(&n) ~ o 
n 
I+(k7)lL+l, 
strongly in L”(m). 
Hence by Lemma 5.1, we have that {f,,} converges strongly to g and g 
satisfies 
(Q’“‘-Ko)g=o. (5.9) 
Since IfnJL?(mj = 1 and (fnl (P~)~z,,) =0, it holds that IgIL+,) = 1 and 
(gl CJI~)~Z(~, = 0 which contradicts (5.9) since ~~ is simple. 
Next, take any sequence {a,},,, N such that E, + 0 as n + co. Then by 
(5.8), there exists a subsequence {E,,}~~~ such that {IC/(E,~,)}~ converges 
weakly, say to $. Then by Lemma 5.1, {I&E,,,)} converges strongly to II/, 
which satisfies 
(Q”‘- Ko) ti = g, 
Note thatfis uniquely determined by (5.6) and (5.7). Hence we have t,Q =J 
This completes the proof. 1 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that ~~ is simple. Then for sufficiently small E > 0, 
K(E) is simple. Moreover, choosing eigenfunction (P(E) for ti(&) so that 
((P(E) I (PO)L2h) =1, we have asymptotic expansions of K(E) and (P(E) 
K(E)- Ko+E/il +&*/L2 + ... as &JO (5.10) 
and 
(P(E) - cpo + E(P, + E2q2 + . . . as ~10 in P(M)‘, (5.11) 
where pci, (pi, i= 1, 2, . . . . are defined inductively as 
(Cpil (PO)L2(m) =OT (5.12) 
(5.13) 
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and 
(Q’“‘-KO) ‘pi= - i (Ak-,Llk) (Pi-k. 
k=l 
Proof: First we show that 




By the variational formula, we have 
K(E)= SUP (Q'"'h i&(m) 
l~lL2lml= 1
= sum;, {(Q’“‘hlh),+,z,+ ((P'"'- Q"') Wbd 
= Ko + llQ’E’ - Q’“‘ll~,~+n,,p 
where II . II ~‘L~‘,~) is the operator norm in L’(m). Exchanging Q’&’ and Q’“‘. 
we get 
Hence we have 
Kg < K(E) + IIQ’&) - Qco’ll aL+n,,). 
I’d&) - KoI G IIQ ‘8’ - Q ‘0’ IIm,+,,,,. 
By using Proposition 5.2, we have (5.15). 
Second, we show that K(E) is simple for sufficiently small E > 0. Otherwise 
there exists a sequence (E,},=~ such that E,, 10 as n + 00 and K(E,) is not 
simple. Take eigenfunctionsf,, g, for K(E,) satisfying 
lfnlL2’m)’ I&lL$?,‘= 17 
(f” I gn )L+l, = 0. 
By taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that {f,,} and {g,} 
converge weakly, say to f and g, respectively. Then it holds that 
(Q(O)- Ko)fn=(Q"'- Q'""')fn + Q""'f,- KOfn 
=(Q"'- Q'En')fn+(K(&,,)-Ko)f,,. 
Hence by Proposition 5.2 and (5.15), ((Q’“’ - K~) f,) converges to 0 
strongly. Hence by Lemma 5.1. {fn} converges to f strongly and 
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( QCol - K*) f = 0. Moreover [fl L~tmI = 1 since If,1 L2fmj = 1. Similarly we 
have (Q(O) - K*) g = 0 and 1 g( L2fmj = 1. Since (f, ( gJL+, = 0, it holds that 
(f lg) L2+j = 0. This implies that f and g are linearly independent eigen- 
functions for K*, which contradicts that K* is simple. Thus K(E) is simple for 
sufficiently small E > 0. 
Next we prove the following facts by induction on i: 
(K(E)-Ko-&/i,-&'/i2- . . . -&'/l;l=~(&') (5.16) 
and 
I~(&)--(P*-E(P~-E2~2- .” -EiPilL2(m)=o(Ei)* (5.17) 
For i = 0, (5.16) is already proved. We will show (5.17). We can prove 
(5.18) 
by the same proof as that of (5.8). Note that 
by Proposition 5.2 and (5.18). Moreover it holds that 
((P(E) - ‘PO1 4Do)Lqm) = 0. 
Hence by Lemma 5.2, we have that {(P(E) - cpo}E ,* converges to f satisfy- 
ing 
(@*'-Ko)f=o, 
u-l PO)L+n) =0. 
Since K* is simple, we have f = 0. Thus (5.17) holds for i = 0. 
Next, assuming (5.16) and (5.17) for i, we will establish them for i + 1. 
Set, for j E N, 
P~(E)=K(E)-Ko-&~L-&'~~- ... -&'/.lj, 
&(E) = Q(')- Q(O)- &A, - c2A2 - , . . _ EjAj, 
ri(c) = (P(E) - cpo - up, - t2q2 - . . . - .Gcpj. 
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First we prove (5.16). By noting (5.12) and (5.13), we have 
+ ((&Al + ... +E i + ‘Ai+ I+ Ri+ 1(&l) 
x (‘PO+ ... + E’(Pj + ri(E)l I VO)L’Cm) 
I+1 
-(Q(“‘~~I~~)~2fm)- 1 Ei i (Ak~j-kl~O)L2tm) 
j= I k=l 
i+ I 
= c Ei i (Akqj-kl(PO)L$m) 
j=l k=l 
2if I I+1 
+ c &j 1 (Ak(Pj-kl(PO)L’(m) 
j=i+Z kzj-i 
+ (Ri+ I(E) (P(E)I (PO)L+~) 
i+ I 
+ C Ej(Ajri(E) I (PO)L2(m) 
j=l 
I+1 
-j;, &I k$, @k(Pi-kl (PO)L’W 
i- 1 i+ I 
=&i+2,Fo&’ 1 (Ak(Pi+2+,-kl(PO)L’(m) 
k=l 
+ (Ri+ I(E) (~(~11 ~PO)L~C~) 
if1 
+ 1 Ej(Ajri(E) I cPO)L2tm). 
j=l 
Using the assumption of induction Iri(E)I Lo = 4~~) and IIRi+ ~(E)II~L.z~~)) 
= O(E’+‘), we get 
pi+ 1(E) = O(E”‘), 
which shows that (5.16) holds for i + 1. 
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Next let us show (5.17). 
(Q’“’ - K~) ri(&) = (Q”’ - K~)( P(E) - cpo - E(P, - . . . - &‘cpi) 
=(Qco)-~,)cp(~)- i E~(Q(“)--K~)~~ 
j=l 
= (Q”)-K~-EA~-E~A~- . . . -E’+‘A,+~-R~+~(E)} (P(E) 
- i E~(Q(“)--K~)(P~ 
j= I 
=(K(E)-Ko)q(&)-(CA,+ ... +&‘+‘A,+,) 
X(qo+E(P,+ ... +E’(Pi+ri(E)) 
-R~+I(E) (P(E)- 1 E’(Q”‘-Ko) Vj 
j=l 
= (E/L* + --* +d+‘pUi+* +pisl(&)) 
X (Cpo + E(Pl + . . . + E’Cpi + ri(E)) 
-(&Al+ ... +Ei+‘Ai+I)((Po+E(P1+ ..* +cicpi+ri(e)) 
-Ri+ I(E) (P(E)- C E’(Q”‘-Ko) Vj 
j=l 
= -{~(Ai-pl)+ ... +Eif’(Ai+,-pi+l)} 
X ((PO+E(P, + ‘.. +E’(Pi) 
i+ I 
+ P;+ I(E) V(E) - C E’(Aj-Pj(i) ri(E) 
j=l 
-R~+,(E) V(E)- i &‘(Q”‘-KO) ‘pi 
j= I 




2i+ 1 i+1 
- c Ej c (Ak-pk) (Pi-k 
j=i+2 k-j-i 
i+1 
- 1 cj(Aj- pj) ri(c) 
j=l 
+ (Pi+l(E)-Ri+ l(E)) (P(E)- i &‘(Q”‘-KO) Pj 
j=l 
580.‘75, I-8 




-&‘+I ; Ei ii’ (A,-,~&p,+,+,-~ 
.j= I k=j+i 
If1 
- c Ei(zdj-/lj)Yi(E) 
j= I 
+ (Pi+ ~(&)kRi+ I(E)) (P(E). 
In the last line we used (5.14). Hence, we have 
(Q(O) - K~) ri(c) 
& 
i+1 = t (Ak-pk) (Pi+ 1-k 
k=l 
- i ‘j ‘i’ (Ak-Pk)(Pi+I+j-k 
j= I k=jrl 
_ CJz: &j(Aj- pj) ri(E) 
E 
i+l 
+ (Pi+ I(E)-Ri+ I(E)) (P(E) 
& i+ I 
Using l~,+l(~)l =4~‘+‘), IIRi+~(E)II~(L*(,))=~(Ei+2), and Iri(E)IL2~,)= 
o(E~), we have 
lim (Q(O) - KO) ri(E) = i 
ic I 
(A _ ~ ) cp, 
k k 
E 
r+lpk in L’(m). 
El0 k= I 
By Lemma 5.2, it holds that 
lim 
Ti(E) - &‘+ If&+ 1 
i+l 
= 0, 
&IO E L*(m) 
which implies that (5.17) holds for i + 1. 
Last we will show an asymptotic expansion of (5.11) in C“(M)’ for any 
keN. 
K(E) ri(E)=fC(&)((P(E)-VO- E(P1 - ... - EiQi) 
=Q'E'cp(~)-~(~)(qO+~~l+ ... +E$~) 
= Q'"'(cpo + E(P, + . . . + E’(P,) + Q’“bi(c) 
-(KO+EjUl+ .‘. +E’/Aj+Pi(E))(~O+E(Pl+ ... +Ei(pi) 
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=(Q'O'+&A,+ ." +&iA;)(~O+&(Pf+ ... +Eiqi) 
+ Ri(E)(po + E(P~ + . . . + E~'P~) + Q'"'ri(E) 
-(KO+E/ll+ ... +Ei/lf)((pO+E(P1 + ." +Ei(pi) 
-Pi(E)(~O+E(P~ + '.' +&'(Pi) 
= Qcobo - KO(PO 
+ i &j 
( 
(Q("'-KO) 'pi+ i tAk-Pk) (Pi-k 
j=l k=l > 
2i 
+ c &j i tAk-pk)(Pj-k 
j=i+l k=j-i 
+ {R,(E)--p,(E)}(cPo+E(PL+ ... +E'(P~)+Q(~)T~(E) 
i-l 
=Ei+‘,;oE’ i (A/c-A)(Pi+,+j-k 
k=jc I 
+ {Ri(~)-pi(~)}(po+~~,+ ... +&;)+Q%;(E). 
Note that II R~(E)II~~~~~~),C~(~)C) = O(E’+‘), I Pi(E)I = d&i), 
II Q(E’ll 9e(L+),c~cM)~) = o( l), and Iri(E)I L+m) = 4~~)~ where II. il yP(LZ,m~,~~M~C~ is 
the operator norm from L’(m) into Ck(M)c. Hence we have 
which we wanted. 1 
Ilri(&)II cq M)C = 4Ei), 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is easily obtained if we notice that 
A(&) = -Iog K(E). 
As a corollary, we can give a sufficient condition for the identity (4.8). 
COROLLARY. For sufficiently small E > 0, the eigenfunction for the least 
eigenvalue of H,,, ,,, does not vanish and hence identity (4.8) holds. 
Proof It is well known that the least eigenvalue of HCo..,, is simple and 
the eigenfunction does not vanish. Hence by Theorem 5.1, we have a 
desired result. 1 
6. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE KERNEL qJx,x) 
In this section, we discuss the asymptotic expansion of the kernel qr(x, x) 
defined by (2.5) as t JO. By the Tauberian theorem, it is related to the 
asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues at infinity, i.e., the asymptotic 
behavior of # {n; rl, < [} as 5 + co. By the way, the asymptotic expansion 
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of the heat kernel, i.e., the transition function of the Brownian motion, is 
well known. Le P,(x, JJ) be the heat kernel: 
e fd’xx) = fMf(Y) Prk Y) 4dY). 
Then p*(x, x) can be expanded as follows (from the probabilistic point of 
view, we set t = s*): 
&&, xf - co(x) +&2C*( x) + E4C4( x) +. . . as E JO, (6.1) 
where d is the dimension of the Riemannian manifold M. In addition, cO, 
c2, c4, cg are calculated concretely: they are functionals of the curvature. 
We consider the similar problem for the kernel qr(x, y) of the semigroup 
Q, given by (2.5). Our goal is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. The following asymptotic expansion holds: 
EdqC2(x, ) w mO(x) + .s2m2(x) + E4m4(x) + . . . as E 10. (6.2) 
Moreover m,, m,, m4 are given as 
mO(x) = co(x) = (l/271)&* 
m*(x) = c*(x) - c0 V(x) 
m4(x) = c*(x) - c*(x) V(x) - &co AV(x) 
- &c01d0(x)12 + fco V(x)*, 
(6.3) 
where cO, c2, c4 are functions which appeared in (6.1). 
In order to prove it, we follow Uemura [16], which gave a probabilistic 
proof of (6.1). He used the theory of asymptotic expansions for generalized 
Wiener functionals by S. Watanabe. We use the same method. 




- E2 (6.4) 
where (r(‘)(r) u)} is a solution of (2.3), X(“)(t, u)= $r@)(t, u)), P= VOX, 
and x = n(u) E M. By the localization, we may assume that M = Rd and 8 
and V, including all their derivatives, are bounded (see, e.g., Uemura [ 163 
for this reduction). Set 
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-E2 V(r@)( t, u)) dt 
0 
I. (6.5) 
We will get an asymptotic expansion of F(E) as E JO. For simplicity we use 
the following abbreviation. We denote by P*“2~-q”n(f) for aI, a2, . . . . a, = 
1, 2, . ..) d the multiple Wiener integrals 
In the case t = 1, we omit the variable 1, i.e., 
I a,,%? 1..., %= pm . . . . . “‘( 1 )* 
Moreover 0 means the integration with respect o t, e.g., 
Under these conventions, we have; 
PROPOSITION 6.1. F(E) can be expanded in the space of smooth Wiener 
functionals as 
F(E) h F, + EF, + z2F2 + . . . as ~10. (6.6) 
Moreover, F,, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, are given by 
F,= 1, 
F, = J-r e,(u) wf, 
F2 = - V(u)- &(u)2 (~f)~ + J-r L&(u) Zfl,“, 
F3 = -L, V(u) P” - e,(u) L&(u) w;PB 
+&i {L,Lj&(u) Iy’ B,cr- B,(u) V(u) w; - gl,(u)’ (w;)‘>, 
F4 = - L,L, v(u) Zs,a,o - $(L,~,(u))~ (18*“)2 + 4 V(u)’ 
-B,(u) L,L,B,(u) w;z6JJ+ f0,(u)’ V(u)(w$ 
+&O,(u)” (WY)“+ J-l {LaLyLgB,(u) za*y*fl,= 
-L&(u) ZV(u) - e,(u) L, V(u) wqP 
- fB,(u)2 L,B,(u)(w;)2 P}. 
Here we omit the summation sign for repeated indices. 
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Proof: By using the It8 formula, we have 
E 
5 
’ Ba(r(E’(f, 24)) 0 dw; 
0 
+E ” L,L,Lp6,(r’“‘(z, u))odwd d -)o w+dw’)~dw; 
=&B,(U) w; + &2L,B,(u) zfi*a + E3L,L,B,(U) PJ.* 
+ E4L6 L, L&(u) za,yy~3a + 0(&5). 
Similarly we have 
E2 f 
1 









s > > 
odw! dt 
=E21qu)+E3La &4)Z=~"+&4L~L,qzJ)Z~+~o+o(&5). 
Hence we have 
F(E) =exp{E J-r O,(u) w; + ~‘(0 L,B,(u) Zfl,a - V(u)) 
+E3(J-rL,L,B,(u)r~~~"-L,~(u)~o) 
++/--1 L,L,L,B,(u)Z~,',","-L,L, v((u)z~~~~")+o(&5)} 
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which completes the proof. m 
As for the asymptotic expansion of X’“‘( 1, u) = K(T@‘( 1, u)) as E JO, it was 
already obtained by Uemura [ 161. To give an explicit formula, we take the 
normal coordinates at x as local coordinates. Then we have the following 
expansion: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. It holds that .for c1= 1, 2, . . . . d, 
X’“‘( 1, U)JL/& =fY + & + E2f; + E3fi 
+E4f;+ ... us &JO, 
where f; and f; are given by (we do not use the explicit form offi, i = 3,4, 5) 
f “; = w;, 
f”;=O. 
Further we haue an asymptotic expansion of 2jO(XCE)( 1,u)) (note that x = 0 
under the normal coordinates). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. The following expansion holds as a generalized Wiener 
functional: 
&d80(X’q1, u)) = Q. + &@, +&Q, + . . . us &LO. 
Here, setting f, = (f ,!, . . . . f f), 
@o = So(f I), 
@,=O, 
~2=aso(fi)f3=aorbo(fi)f’;, 
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@, = wa-,)f4 = a, Mf,)f:. 
@4 =as,m f5 + 4 a* wf,) f3 of3 
= a, w-,) f”; + + a, a, bdf, )fvf: 
Proof: By the Taylor expansion, it holds that 
Ed 8&P( 1, u)) 
= c.?,(X’“‘( 1,U)/&) 
=S,(f1 +&*f,+E3f4+E4f5+ O(2)) 
= m-, ) + aa-, mZf3 + ~3f4 + &4f5) 
+ t a* hm(~*f3)0(~~3) + (~5) 
= ha-, ) + 2 awi) f3 + ~3 asa-, 1 f4 
+ 0aw-,) f5 + t a* w-, ) f3 of3 1 + w 1, 
which completes the proof. 1 
Remark. ck’s that appeared in (6.1) are given by 
ck = E[@kl, k = 0, l,.... 
Uemura calculated ck by this formula for k d 4 (odd degree terms vanish). 
Before proving Theorem 6.1, we calculate two integrals with respect to 
the pinned Brownian motion. We denote by E[ 1 w, = 0] the integration 
with respect to the d-dimensional pinned Brownian motion such that 
up,=0 and ~7, =O. 
LEMMA 6.1. The following identities hold. For a, p = 1, . . . . d, a # j3, 
E[j; (w;)‘dt 1 w,=O]=; 
and 
(6.7) 
E[(PB)’ ( wI = 0] = E [{I; w;adwf 1 w,=O]=f. (6.8) 
Proof: As a realization of the pinned Brownian motion, we shall take 
ti, = w, - tw, ) 
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= ‘(t-2t2+r2)dt 1 ‘0 
=$, 
which shows (6.7). 
To show (6.8), remember the following identities. For s’ <S G t’ < I, 
E[i’;lq] = s( 1 - I), 
E[(liy- li’~.)(lp ti$)] = -(t- t’)(s-s’), 
E[(~~-lq2]=t-s-(t-s)*. 
Let us approximate the stochastic integral by step functions. For the par- 
tition A: O=t,<r,< . . . <t,V= 1, set 
I>S = f liym,(ls; - ICC_ ,). 
,, = I 
Then we have 
E[(Iq 1 M” =O] 
= lim 
i 
-2 f t,-,(l-t,-l)(tn-fn-I)(t,--t,~,) 
1~1-0 m<R 
+ 2 1,.-,(1-ft,_,)(t,--“-*-(t,--t,-,)2) 
n= I
= -Zj’dtj’s(l-r)ds+j’l(l-r)df 
0 0 0 
Thus we get (6.8). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Propositions 6.1 and 6.3, we have 
= E[F(&) Ed &P( 1, u))] 
= E[ (1 + EF, + E*F* + &3F3 + E~F~)( QO + E”& + ~~0, + c4cD4)] + O(E’) 
= EC@,,] + EE[F, @,,] + E*E[@~ + F2@,] + E~E[@~ + F, Q2 + F,O,,] 
+ E~E[@‘~ + F, Q3 + FzQz + F4QjO] + O(E’). 
Coefficients of odd degree terms vanish by the invariance of the law of 
Brownian motion under the transformation )t’, N --ii’,. 
As for the rest of the terms, we note that in general it holds that 
EIIGf(F) 6,(01 =f(-y) ECGJ.(f’)l (6.9) 
and 
ECGf(F) 8, &JF)l = -a,fb) ECWAJ’)I +f(x) ECGd, 6,(F)l, 
(6.10) 
where G is a smooth Wiener functional, f E C,“(R”), and F is a non- 
degenerate Rd-valued smooth Wiener functional. Hence, for example, it 
holds that for k > 1, 
E[G(w~;)~ &,(w,)] =O, (6.11) 
and for k 3 2, 
E[G(w;)~ dp 6,(w,)] = 0. (6.12) 
Further, we do not need to calculate imaginary parts since q,(x, x) is real. 
(i) Constant term. 
E[ @o] = cg = ( 1/2x)? 
(ii) Coefficient of 6’. Using (6.1 l), we have 
E[@,+F2d4,]=c2+E[{ - @++O,(U)~ (M$*} &,(w,)] 
= c* - qcu, E[S,(w,)] 
=c*-- V(u)c,. 
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(iii) Coefficient of .s4, 
By (6.12), we have 
J, = - P(u) fqa, S,(w,)j-“;I = -V(x) c2(x). 
As for Jz, 
J, = E[ { - L,L, V(u) Zb*a,o} 6,(,r,)] 
- fmyM4)2 (z~~*)2 &(+v,)] + f v(u,2 E[G,(w,)] 
=: K, + Kz + 4 V(x)’ co. 
Note that for a #/I 
E[ zfl-“9060( U’ ,)] = 0 
by the invariance of the law under the transformation ~1; H --M?;. Hence by 
Lemma 6.1, we have 
K, = - i L,L, V(u) E[Za~“~o bo(w,)] 
a=1 
= -&V(x)c,. 
As for K,, noticing that 
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we have 
L,e,(u) P = +L.,e,(u) P” + fL~ePr(u)(w;w~ -P} 
= &{LpO,(u)- L,B&4)} Is,* + ‘2Ls&(u) w;wf 
= f;588,a(U) P + ;LBBa(u) wywf, 
where deS,a’~ are components of the scalarization of de. Hence we obtain 
= -$l&)’ .E[(z@*“)2 6,(w,)] 
= -$ qq,(u)2 E[ (P”)2 1 WI = 01 EC&(w,)l 
= - & i a++(u)2 co 
a./3 = 1 
This completes the proof. fi 
By Theorem 6.1, we can obtain the asymptotic behavior of the eigen- 
values. 
THEOREM 6.2. It holds that 
Proof: By Theorem 6.1, we have 
nto eptAn = lM q,(x, 4 W-4 
1 
-td/2 m,m(dx) + t I, m2(x) m(dx) + . . - } as tJ0. 
Now by the Tauberian theorem we get a desired result. a 
7. EXAMPLES 
In general it is very hard to find all eigenvalues and eigenfunctons of the 
Schrodinger operator H,, Vj concretely. We shall give two examples of 
which eigenvalues and eigenfunctions we can calculate exactly. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Case of M= S’. 
Let A4 be the l-dimensional unit circle S’ = Ri27cZ. We identify S’ and 
[O, 27~). We take c dx as the l-form 8 and consider the Schrodinger 
operator H given by 
Then e~‘~“-~, n E Z, are eigenfunctions of H. In fact 
Hence we have obtained all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions since 
{ eJT~“; nEZ} is complete in L’(m). 
In case of c = -t, the least eigenvalue is $ and its eigenfunctions are 1 
and cxfix. This means that the least eigenvalue is not simple in general. 
Moreover let qr(x, v) be the kernel of the semigroup Ql = ePrH. Then 
4,(x, y) is given as 
Hence if x -y = 7c (mod 2~), then q,(x, y) = 0. This means that the identity 
(4.9) may fail. 
EXAMPLE 2. Case of M = R*. 
Since R2 is not compact, this case is not in our consideration. But 
because of its importance, we discuss it in detail. We take the l-form 9 
given by 
8= ydx-xdJ 
and consider the following Schrijdinger operator H (we change constants 
for later convenience): 
H= +- Jfyy&x;)+;(x*+Y*,. (7.1) 
It is easily checked that 
g(x, y) = (i:‘,/G) exp( -+(x2 +Jt’)} (7.2) 
is an eigenfunction for the eigenvalue t. Using g, we define the isometric 
isomorphism T: L2(R2, dx dy) + L*(R*, g2 dx dy) that is the so-called 
“ground state transformation” by 
Tf=flg. (7.3) 
Then we easily have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. It holds that 
From now on we consider G in place of H and we regard R2 as C 
because the complex structure is more suitable. Then, setting z = 
x + fi.~, it holds that 
a2 -a G= -- azaF+zF= z 
We set p(dz) = g(?r, JJ)~ dx dy. Then we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. It holds that 
This means that 
a* a- 0 % =-a,+z 
in L2(C, p) and hence 
Proof By the integration by parts, we have 
I C u(z) g Adz) 
yiy(u(x y)~epX’-y2)y))dxdy --- , 3 71 
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which completes the proof. 1 
We introduce complex Hermitian polynomials, which are eigenfunctions 
of G. Complex Hermitian polynomials H,,,(z, T), 112, n E Z + , are defined by 
- If H,,(z,i)=(-l)m+“e=-~e . 
Zn 
We summarize properties of complex Hermitian polynomials as 
(7.4) 
a 
GH,,,(z, 3 = - & H,,,,(z, z) + z - H&Z, z) a2 
= nH,,,,(z, 3 (7.5) 
J H,,,(z, 3 H .,b, 2) AdzI = m! n! Jm./c St,.,. C (7.6) 
Moreover { Hm,Jz, 5)/F* m. n., m, n E Z, } forms a complete orthonormal 
system in L’(C, p). Equation (7.6) shows that H,,,(z, Z) is an eigenfunction 
of G. Now we have the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. H has eigenvalues 4 + n, n E Z + , and corresponding eigen- 
functions are gH,,,Jz, Z), m E Z + . 
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